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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the development, 
tasting and revision of a workbook, "Design 
Procedures for Daylighting, Passive Solar 
Hasting and Cooling", which a~hasizas the 
integration of a sat of calculation proce
dures with the building design process. 
The work was carried out in the University 
of Oregon Dapart~nt of Architecture in 
19BO-B1 and funded through the u.s.o.o.E. 
Passive Solar Curriculu~ Development pro
ject, adNiniatered by the University of 
Pennsylvania. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Inherent· in the natura of passive design 
and · tha goal of conserving anergy is the 
usa of the building and site, rather than 
aaparate mechanical ayata~s, to keep people 
ca.rortable. To achieve this, early build
ing design decisions about organization and 
fora auat recognize thaae goals. Si~ilarly, 

the problem boundarias must includa orr
site and site-scala decisions, as wall as 
those involved in asking pieces or the 
building. The dynamic aspects of seasonal 
change are resolved in the building design 
rather than solved by relying on concen
trated anergy forma. 

It is clear that changing the content but 
not the methods or the traditional mechan
ical systems classes in which calculations 
are learned, isolated from architectural 
problems, will not encourage students to 
addraaa thasa issuaa. Tha handbook of 
procedures which we have developad is an 
approach to tha integration of these. It 
is organized both by subject areas (heating, 
cooling, lighting) and by phases or the 
~asign process {conceptualizing, scheming, 
developing, finalizing) {sea Fig. 1), so it 
can be usad in aithar a lactura course or 
the design procesa. In either mode, one 
building/sits dasign ia carried through the 
workbook, providing a consistent architec
tural context for tha procaduraa. Tha 
building/sits program includes an intarnal-
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ly-do~inated-load piece and a skin-do~inatad
l oad piaca. 
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Fig. 1 - Structure of the Workbook 

Cli-.ta is viewed as the context in which 
you dasign; you begin by analyzing it to 
sat tha stage for design. Within each aub
jac~ such as heating are the four design 
phases. Withi n each phase is a sequence or 
steps: a goal is stated, das i gn strategies 
ere presented, and a design i s asked for. 
A sat of evaluation procedures is used to 
sea if t he design meats a set of criteria, 
and, i f not, the student redesigns. 

We have expanded our definition or calcula
tion procedures to i nclude organizational 
attitudes, rules of thu.b and graphic tech
niques as wall as numerical calculations . 
We have also i dentified three major proce
dure types: design strategies, analysis 
tools and evaluation tools, ~hich are used 
i n the process described above. 

~. TESTING THE WORKBOOK 

We have bean developing and test i ng this 
workbook for several years at the Univers i ty 
of Oregon. The draft or tha current form 
was tested during the 19B0-81 school year 
by 275 architecture students enrolled in 
t he Environ.antal Controls Systems {ECS) 
course sequence. In response to feedback 



rro~ the atudenta, teaching eeaiatanta, 
end profaaeionala in the riald, we have made 
a nu.O.r or raviaions. Aa daacribed below, 
theaa changea clarify the original inten
tions of the workbook while eaaentially 
maintaining the atructure end content which 
waa teated. 

3. FEEDBACK AND REVISIONS 

3.1 Flexibility in Subject Order 

The ECS course ueed to teat the workbook ia 
a large lecture claaa. In a lecture for~t 
courae it ia easiest to relata the courae 
work to a vertical aubjact area like paaaive 
heating and deal with it rroa general to 
specific and then .ave on to the next aub
ject area, as in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Organization for Lecture ror~t 

The student teems were aaaigned to work with 
four cli~atically different locations: 
Phoenix, Arizona; Dodge City, Kansas; 
Charleston, South Carolina; and ~diaon, 
Wisconsin. These citiea represent typical 
climate regions in the U.S.: hot ... rid, 
temperate, hot-humid, and cool. Those teams 
who sew cooling as their major concern were 
disturbed by doing the heating exercise 
first. Although we aay continua to teach 
heating first, we did reviaa the exercises 
so they are not sequential end can be worked 
in any order desired once the climate analy
ais has bean completed. 

3.2 The Building-Site 

Throughout the exercise• the students design 
a small rectory and aaaociated office/ 
conference building, and related outside 
spaces. Beyond the obvious use differences, 
these two buildings are very different in 
the amount or internal heat they generate 
and lighting levels they require, Design
ing them consistently through the workbook 
allows students to really understand con
ceptually the differences between an 
Internally Oom~natad Load (IOL) building 
and a Skin Dominated Load (SOL) building 
end to propose and evaluate design responses 
in which the for•s and .. aaing or the build
ings provided exciting cootparisons. 
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3.3 Climate as Conte~t 

A major tenet or the workbook is that many 
ECS ds~iaions are strongly climate related, 
Therefore, we have treated cli~ate as the 
context within which the heating, cooling, 
and lighting proble..., are defined . 

Working with four climates offers an oppor
tunity for comparison, which keepsthe stu
dante such ~ore interested in basic analysie 
procedures as well as making the broad appli
cability of the procedures more obvioua, 

We have termed the calculation procedures 
used to understand this context Analysis 
Toole. They characterize i~portant variables 
within particular climates and set the stage 
for understanding the importance or heating, 
cooling, and daylighting. 

Analyaia procedure& which establish day
lighting potential end need have been added, 
This way the potential or daylighting as a 
~jar formal influence can be understood, 
as are ther.ar considerations, before the 
first design proposal is made. -------

We have also refined a aet of charta which 
usa akin-to-volume ratios and internal gains 
to understand the SOL/IDL natura of the 
program. The new charts estimate, very 
roughly, the temperature at which the build
ing is supplying its own heat. Looking at 
t~e relation of this "balance point" tem
perature and the outaide temperature for~s 
a strong understanding of the building in 
a dynamic rather than static environment. 

3.4 Design Phases 

The vertical axis in rig. 1 identifies steps 
in the design process. The specific nunber 
of steps is less important than the idea 
that different kinds of information are 
needed at each stage of the process and 
that these steps occur across all subject 
areas. 

We have defined the phases by looking at 
the nature of the decisions at each step. 
Conceptualizing concerns itself with ways of 
thinking about building. Decisions at this 
point are frequently independent of (or very 
selective in terms of) program and context. 
Calculation procedures associated with this 
design stage concentrate on providing ways 
of thinking about the subject areas, . which 
are compatible with a range of starting 
points and ere powerful in their organiza
tion of ideas, Scheming calculation 
procedures concentrate on revealing major 
context and form relationships in the pro
ject (for example, orientation, shape and 
size). These calculation procedures are 
presented in a form which is generative, 
that is, one which aids in the development 



or design concepts. Developing procedures 
ere presented in a way whicn encourages the 
co~parison or whole systems (such as M, Mil
let's graphic •athod or daylight analysis, 
which allows co•parison or daylight rector 
contours that result fro• differsnt window 
sizes and location). tinalizing techniques 
allow detailed co•parison or syste~ parfor
•ance and sizing. 

It is i•portant to ra~lize that we are 
interested in these as phases in the 
building design process, and not as ayete• 
design, As a clear axa•ple you can do a 
schematic design or a plu•bing syata•, but 
that would not ba part or what you did in 
tha acha-.tic building design phaaa, We 
discovered that as the building itsalr was 
uaed rather than conventional systems, aa in 
paasiva haating, we had not been careful to 
define the stapa in dacision making which 
would correspond to our description or tha 
design phasas. 

In tha revision we clarified the saquanca 
and design i~pact or the decisions aade 
within each axarcisa, Tha workbook ia now 
organized in auch a way that the informa
tion is usable whether access is horizontal 
or vertical. In the design process the 
subject areas ara most likely linked toget
her and divided horizontally according to 
design phase, •• in rig. 3. 

tig, 3. Organization for Design Studio 

Clarity or design phaaaa, like the indepen
dence or subject ordar, also means that 
the workbook can ba added to and rearranged 
to ••at specific needs. Although it add
ressee pasaiva heating and cooling and 
daylighting specifically, it leads into 
conventional HVAC and electric lighting, 
and these exercises could ba easily added, 
~e currently uae additional exercises in 
water/waste and acoustics. 

3,5 Iterative Oaaign Process 

Because one intent of the workbook is to let 
students understand how calculation proce
dures can work for them in des\gn, it was 
not only i~portant to ~ova through recog
nizable design phases but also to rain
force the reiterative process of design-
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evaluate-redesign-reevaluate. This ~sans 
simultaneously baing clear about when you ars 
designing and when you are evaluating and 
Raking it easy and comfortable to go back 
through. 

Within each design phase, such as scheming, 
the ..-. steps are followed, Goals are 
stated which tall you where yo~ going 
with the design, and a set or given Criteria 
to ... t than tall you when you've arrived, 
We have made thia explicit in the revision 
becauae we found that the ~st successful 
parte or the draft wars those in which 
students knew thay had achieved something, 
whether this waa a goal such as providing 
aufficiant daylighting or knowing if the 
building was war~ enough in January. 

The O.sign Strategies presented next concen
trate on changing tha building design to 
~eat ECS objactivea, Because general build
ing deaign objectives are ~uch broader than 
ECS objectives, it is important to present 
redundant design strategies. Any of several 
avenuea than May be used to approach an 
ECS design objective. The ~ora ways there 
are to .. nipulate the building design to 
meat the ECS objectives, the better chance 
there is that ECS objectives will be in
cluded, 

These strategies are presented for multiple 
scales: site, cluster, building and com
ponent, These scales are not meant to 
imply aizes but scale relationships. Prob
le•a ~y be solved at one scale or at sever
al, ror example, in the summer, the build
ing cluster might provide shade for an 
outside court in the morning and afternoon 
when the sun is low, and the court could 
have an ~~ning (component scale) to be 
shaded from the high sun at mid-day. 

The design strategies were a very popular 
part or the exercises because students are 
presented with design ideas as part of 
using calculation procedura5. We are also 
able to present time as a dimension of de
sign, for example shifting use patterns 
inst .. d of increasing openings for cooling, 
reemphasizing architecture and buildings as 
dynamic rather than static. 

The students use any, all, or none or the 
design strategies in the Design step, pre
senting a design proposition that they 
think will achieve the goals. They then 
Evaluate these design•. Calculation pro
cedures we have called (valuation Tools 
are used to see if the ECS objectives have 
been mat, These are generally those thought 
or as "calculation procedures" although we 
have included rules of thumb and graphic 
evaluations as well as numerical sizing. 
The nature or the design process demands 
that evaluation tools for preliminary design 
stages be extremely easy and fast to use. 



There are increasing degrees of both time 
consumption and accuracy as one moves 
through the design phase. In response to 
student feedback, we have matched each cri
terion with specific evaluation tools that 
tell you whether you have met that criter• 
ion. 

In addition to requiring the designs to meet 
the criteria in order to overcome the hesi
tancy to redesign and reevaluate we found 
a~ong the students, we provide two sets or 
answer blanks throughout tha evaluation 
tools labeled ;,, at Trial" and "2nd Trial" 
designs. At the end of each evaluation 
section we ask "Does your first trial design 
meet the criteria? If not, what will you 
change for your second trial?• 

Our students had two basic approaches to 
this forMat, either of which aee• workable. 
Some stumble through, redesigning until 
they've got what they need. Others who are 
not interested in the reiterative process 
put energy into getting it right the firet 
ti111e through. 

3.6 The Worked Example 

We ·have included as an appendix a worke~ 
example of all the exercisaa for Salea, OR. 
The students value this section highly, 
partly for the convenience of finding an 
explanation at 3 a.m., and also because it 
indicates that we aren't trying to keep 
secrets from them but rather we're trying 
to make something that,although complica
ted, is useful to them. 

4, CONCLUSION 

Even with the revisions described above we 
would still expect a preliminary resistance 
on the part of the atudenta to the harder 
work involved in integrating anergy and 
design and to the breaking of their atreo
types about the relation between design and 
Mechanical systems. 

Throughout the course, however, they become 
involved with the ideas and problema pre
sented and personally involved with and 
connitted to their deaigna. Qoaationa in 
our lecture class were of significantly 
higher quality than previous year~ and we 
have a preliminary indication that aoae of 
this information •ight be aeeping ita way 
into studio and onto the drawing boarda. 
That's what it's all about. 
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